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Foreword

In this book you will find music by Alessia Aldobrandini, Cristina Ilaria Rastrelli and by Bach, transposed for the lute. If you want to know about those women composers, please contact me at the following address: dongl@tiscalinet.it. You can also find this and other music on my site http://web.tiscali.it/awebd. I hope you enjoy it. As all this required many hours of hard work, and you are using the music freely, I ask you to do the same, with some products of yours, as a gift to other people, or the net, and to send me some feedback about the music. In case you play them publicly or for other people, please let me know.

This music was written using the program String Walker, by Alain Veylit, and later put together and transformed into a file by Alain. I’m very grateful to him for his invaluable work, whose fruits you are enjoying.

Donatella Galletti

Milan, March 8th 2002
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BACH 996 Courante
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Wir haben ein Gesetz

[for archlute]
Overture per l’Arianna
Invito all'Amoroso riposo

[Baroque guitar duet part]
Invito all’Amoroso riposo

(Baroque lute part)

Bach arrangement for G lute
Preludio